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Abstract. In this paper we study a serie of image description models that use picture description languages. For 3 and 4 type images (represented by lines and curves, 
respectively by critical points modelling techniques are given, and also a way of 
passing from one form to another (the determination of critical points respectively 

Bezier interpolation). The contradiction between the dimension of the description 
and the finesse of the image (obtained by reducing the asperities) is solved using 

Bezier interpolation. The critical (interpolation) points are described by II-words, and 
the curves obtained by interpolation fom the type 3 image [5]. 

1. Introduction 

We consider the images classification (given in [5] and presented below) which 
groups images in four main cathegories. An image can be coloured, black&white, 
compound from lines and curves or from points. The techniques for transforming one 
image of a type in an image of another type are part of the graphics named image 

processing. 
In this paper some methods of representing the images using lines and curves are 

presented, respectively a set of critical points, through pictures described by Il-words 
nere is also presented a way of converting a picture from one form to another. The 

ezier curves (described in [3,5,8]) are used in the interpolation process, because they 

have some properties that match the drawings described by picture words. 
n the tollowing, we speak about problems referring to the 3 and 4 type images (see 

C dagram below), because they can be modelled using pictures described by Il- 
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PICTURE APPROXIMATION 

words, as we shall see. 

Determination 
Contour 
Tracing 

of Critical 
Points Segmentation 

1. Color 
Pictures 

2. Bilevel 
Pictures 

3. Curves and 
Lines 

4. Discrete 
Points 

Coloring Filling Interpolation 

2. Using I1-words to describe pictures of 3-type. 

In the following a model of approximating the ype 3 pictures [5] using 
languages of description is presented ( see lemma 2.1). Since the deseription of images 

formed from lines had already been studied [1,2,4,7] (using Il-languages), we will 

concentrate only on techniques for describing curves. 
An image is of type 3 if it can be described completely through a finite number of 

lines and curves [6]. A curve can be approximated using, for example, a set of poinis 
chosen from a set of points in the 2D-plane, in a rectangular cartesian system, as in 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Connecting the points situated near the curve we will obtain a 

polygonal approximation formed from segments of length 1 or v2. This approximation 
can be represented through commands string (considering 4 or 8 directions). For 

example, the curve from Figure 2.1 can be approximated by the drawing described by 
the I-word urruurur. and the curve from Figure 2.2 by uaraura (where a denotes the 

shifing on NE direction). This technique of passing from an image described by curves 
to an image described by points is called the determination of critical points, and the 

reverse process is called interpolation [5]. 

******** ** *** 

P(ij+1)P:i+1j+l) 
******* 

12 
-

/Py 
P(j) Pi+1j) 

*********** 

Figure 2.1 Figure 2.2 
Figure 2.3 

The set of critical points determined by the curve ccR is Mpc(c)={Apr(P)yPec;, 

Apr:R>Z, returns the point of integer coordinates that is the closest to 
coordinates point P'(x',y), belonging to the curve (see Figure 2.3, where FN 
j=ly'). The approximation function 4pr is defined as: 

real 
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Apr(x,y)= (Round(x), Round(y ), and 

Pound: R>Z is computed as Round(x) = [x+1/2] (where [x] denotes the integer 
part of r). 

image that is represented through points (type 4 image) can be improved through An 
tatornalation, yielding an image represented through curves. In order to show this, we 

have chosen Bezier interpolation (described in [3,5,8]), because of its basic properties: 
the curve will cross the starting and the ending points: P and P 

the curve is tangent to the folowing segments: PP2 and PaPa 

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 describe the curves and the determined critical points, then the 

descriptions of the correponding I-words (for 4 and 8 directions) and finally the 
corresponding Bezier curves. 

*;*** 

**:***:. 
*********.**: ****" 

. 

***** **** **** 
. 

**** 

"*****:***********:************:**:****** *** 

**** * ***** 

Figure 2.4 

*****':'* ' 9 

******* 

** ****** . 

** *:*******:"*****""**:***: '**:******** Y 
******:'*':****** ** : *'**:*:******* 

Figure 2.5 

Way in which the Bezier curve (from Figure 2.6) is determined starting from tne 

g Pi,P2,..Pn is described below and can be observe on Figure 2.7 for n=4. 
e initial points string P, P2 . Pa is used in order to determine anotner 

points 

determ 
points 

12 P2,2, .. ,PR-1.2 using the equation (2.1), then using the same tormula we 

totoS P13, P23, .., Pn-23 and so on until we obtain a single point Pi,a. This 

from thi d ror a valuc ae[0,1] belongs to the Bezier curve. Selecting values tor a 

na main we will obtain the desired approximation (in Figure 2./, l/4), o 
ne 

may notice that for a=0 we obtain P1, and for a=l we obtain Pn. 

m on for determining the points on level m+1 depending on c po 
level m is the following 

P.m(a)ta Pitl.m(a); i=I,n-m; m=1,n-1; a=0,1, 1/s-1) (2.1 
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As a remark, we notice that the equation is used starting from the second level 

the first level contains the given points, namely Pis(a)=P, , i=l,n. 
If we want to determine s points B,=P1,n(a), B,-P1.(uz), ... 

B-Pn(a,) corresponding to the values a=0, a=1/{s-1), .. , o=(j-1/(s- 
we will compute the coordinates of points P1nlaj) for each value aj=1,s). In orda 

obtain more points besides the starting and ending points (because B, is identical to P. 

Since 

B-P1), 
to 

and B, is identical to Pns SCe Figure 2.6 for s=4), we must require s to be greater than 2 
o P3 

P2 

P2 
********* P3 

P2 

PA14) 
P23 P2 

Pia' Pi3 P BBPa 
B P B$P4 

o P Figure 2.6 

Figure 2.7 

The Bezier algorithm for determining s points (B, j=1,s) from a Bezier curve is: 

Algorithm 2.1. 
Input:P, i = 1,n 

Output:B,, j =1,s 

For i:-1,n Do Pii=P;; 
For j: 1,s Do Begin 

a:-j-1/(s-1); 
For m:=1,n-1 Do 

For i:=1,n-m Do 

Pim+(I-a) Pin a Pit1,m B Pi 
End. 

.B 

The result produced by this algorithm consists of a string of points Bi,Di Theoretically, the Bezier interpolation curve (corresponding to the points PpF3-** 

Bezier(P,P2,..,.P,) = { P1,(a)/ae|0,1| 
sl Practically, the graphical representation of the curve is obtained draws segments determined by the string B, B;,. , B,, namely 
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Bezier se(Pi.P2P) ={B,B,»1/j=1,s-1} (sec Figure 2.6). 
we .ctiidy Figure 2.4 and 2.5, we notice that if we start from a curve c and If 

L naints B, i-1,s, these points ditfer irom the initial critical points, namcly Mpclc)# AnrB.)/i 1,s}, and the eurve c Bezierseg( Mpelc)) t c. Certainly, we would like to 
in aCurve through interpolation such that it would be as close as possible to the 

determine the set of critical points Mpe(c), then, using the Bezier algorithm, we compute 

initial curve: 

Apr(Pi (a))/ ae[0,|]}- {Apr(P)/Pec }. (2.2) 
Lemma 2.1. 

A picture formed from lines and curves can be approximated by a II-language. 
Proof. We suppose that we have a curve Co, and we want to determine the point string 

Sa of closest integer coordinates. This string can be described by a II-word w such that 
the set of points belonging to the drawing (see equation 2.4) described by w is identical 
to the set of critical points corresponding to the curve co , namely: 

(2.3) Vow)- {4pr(P)/Peco} 
wihere the set of points described by w is denoted by V(w) : IN->z and it is defined as 
follows: 

if w=h, 

(2.4) 
V(w) = 

VE)U{Sh{w)} if w-zr (tell, ze>l); 
and Sh:T-z 

Pi if w= A, 

(2.5) Sh (w)= 
t (Sh)) if w=zr (re [1,zell); 

and the shiftüng through the command T el={r,u,,d} is defined in a classical way (see 

[1,4,7) 
Fay)= (x+1, y; lxy)=(r-1, y); dxy) = (x,y-1); u(xy) = (%,. y+1). 

rding to equation (2.3), any line or curve can be approximated through a 

implics that the set of I-approximation-words forms the Il-appro-

coresponding to the point string s-(Sh(a1..), i-I,n), obtained from the T-word 

Ximation-language of the image. 
we want to determine the curve ct using Bezier interpolation, 

W=a.(using n cquation 2.5 for the delinition of the function Sh), then it is very rare the 

Co, C1, C2 Cp.The question that arises 

Cn il we would like to) that we will obtain the same inia u If 

Pply repcatedly the same procedure we will obtain a string ot curves 

these tra 
sformations be done such that the curve string would be finite? 

in a natural way is the following: "How can 
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If we are able to obtain an interpolation curve that preserves the critical Dointo 
sS, and therefor the approximation curve will no longer be modificd when 

transformations are applied: 

* Co 0 C1 S0C . 

namely: 
C If pis odd, 

Cp (2.6) 
So If p is even, 

Remark 2.1. 

This property (2.6) involving the two transformations (interpolation and deter- 
mination of critical points) has its own importance, because each transformation is the 
reverse of the other one. For example, after the codification of an image (for the purpose 

of compression), the decodification (in other words, the reverse transformation) will be 
achieved through an interpolation (that preserves the critical points, and also the l 

words description). 

In the following we present the conditions that conserves the critical points (lemma 

2.2) and also a description (algorithm 2.2) so that this property (useful for example in 

the process of compressing and de decompressing or encoding and decoding) Is 

satisfied. 
In this purpose, we present a transfornmation (through Bezier interpolation) that 

preserves the description I1-word. 
In order to obtain a point string as closer as possible to the critical points, we will group 

the points P},P2,..,P, into substrings of a certain length q (for example, in Figure 2.8 the 

groups are formed from 5, respectively 7, points), then we will apply the Bezir 

algorithm for each substring, and the resulting curve will be obtained through reunion o 

the curves determined from these substrings: 

(2.7) c Bezier (P1,..P)U Bezier (Pq.P20-1) U... UBezier (P.,Pa) 

. . 
. 

*:"******** 

**** 

:2 
*** ** 

4-5 7 
**** 

:******: 

Figure 2.8 
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Lemma 2.2. 

The transformation 2.7 (using groups of length q<7) preserves the critical points P.)) and also the description Il-word (w), if it doesn't contain retreats 

(Apr(c {P.P2.P 

EreRIT')={well/y/wyz}n{ ud, du, Ir, rl j=Ø). 

The proof will be done lor each q starting from 2 to 6, 

It is casy to sce tor g*2, APr{BezierU1,P2, ,Pn))= {P1,P2, .. P?, because Do-ier(P .P.P){ PPi+1/ 1SI Kn= dpic (w), where w is the [I-word that describes 
hs nath P1.P.P: 1he set of horizontal and vertical lines of unit length described by the 
-word w denoted by dpic(w) is defined as follows: 

if w=, 

(2.8) 
apic(w) = 

dpic(z){Sh2) Sh(w)} if w-zr (teII, ze[T ) 

(Sh was defined in formula 2.5) 
For q-3. the property is satisfied, because for any point substring Poi, Pzs Pe-1. these 

points are either collinear (in which case the curve is situated on the line determined by these points), either form a rectangular triangle (in which case, Apr(Bezier(Pk-1,Px.Pk-1)) {PeiPPk1}). 
In the case in which the points are collinear, namely they belong to the path 

described by t' (Vte{r,u,l,d} and Vq21), the critical points are preserved (the Bezier 
Curve is exactly the segment (P1, Sh(T"), so we will disregard this case. 

*****T. ..... 

***************V** ********* 

*******************:*****.***** 

Figure 2.9 
Figure 2.10 

ir , he property is satisfied, because in any of the three situations presented in 

gure 2.9, the critical points are preservta. de 4,}, the Bezier curves presented in Figure 2.10, corresponding to the words w rud, res pcctively w=rudr, do not preserve the critical points. So, if wérel(l) 
ty is no longer true. 

for qe4, the pror 
. WEref(T1) the property is satisfied (sce figure 2.11), because it dny 

oints 

For g 
the nine cases, the property udy the Figure 2.12 we may notice that for q=6, any combination of poiu 

described by a I1-word witho 

true. If we 

wUhout retreats, preserves the critical points (trom the o 
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classes. only 25 are described through IT-words without retreats, and from thec. 

one is described through r). 
these only 

************ *************************** 

"************ Y ******* 

*** 

Figure 2.11 

... *********:**********?*** ********" 

***************" 

..... 

****************************":********:*************:****?*****| 
** ***:********* 

**:****9 

**:*** 

... .. . 

Y ******** ******':********************* * 

***:***7****:*********2 ****i** ***i --9.. 

* ** ** ****:****** 9*************9*********** *** **** 

Figure 2.12 

Figure 2.13 

Figure 2.14 
even 

For q=7, the property is no longer valid for any description l-word, 
independent of retrcats. For example, for w=rrrull , the situation is shown in Fig 2.13. 

(see the first two curves from Figure 2.14, that have only six critical points), anu ou 

red" Obviously, for q28, there are situations in which some points remain "uncove 
er 

situations that preserve the critical points (the last curve from the same figure). It is much more efficient to group the initial points Pi,P2.,P, in as few substri as possible (fewer Bezier curves) that conserves the critical points (without establisi a number q of points in the substrings). This means that we try to form substrings, > that their length is as big as possible. We will add a point Pi+ to a substring P,Pi+l**) 
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dhat nreserves the critical points only if the string P,Pit1,..,P;Pj preserves the critical nfs (and then we will continue with point Pj+2 and so on), otherwise we will start to form a new group Pi.Pje1.. In this manner, we will form substrings of length at most 
six, depending on the relative position of the points. 

The following algorithm determines the minimal number (denoted by k) of groups that preserve the critical points. 

Algorithm 2.2. 

Input: P, PP: 
Output: Groupi, GrouP2,. , GrouPk 

Begin 
k:=0; i:=1; 

Repeat 
j:=i+5; 
While j>n Do j:=j-1; 
While Gsn) And Apr(Bezier(P,P, Py-))= {P,.P, P»1} Doj:=j+l; 

k:=kt1; Group, (P, ... P); i: 

Until i=n 

End. 

The problem of the optimality of the description (Remark 2.2) and the qauality of 

the picture are studied below. 

Remark 2.2 
The minimal number of groups that conserves the points Pi, P2,., Pn is 

NrGr(1,n), where: 

if Apr(Bezier(PP) = {P,..P}, (a) 
NGri.j)= 

Min {NrGri, )+NrGrlN} if 4pr(Bezier(PP))a{Pa.P}. (6) 

i<l<j 

min ij) is the index ! for which the minimum from the precedent tormila is 
dched for case b) or is equal to 0 for case a), then the sequence of points Pi.PaP 

O optimally divided in two: P,P,...PLiminl l, ) and PLmnl. h,P. Each ot Pa are 

Suh again in two by the point Pzmndi.) (if Lmin(ij)>0), and so on untul all the 

nquences have the separating index Lminij) equal to zero. We observe that the 

number of obtained sequences is minimal. 
51 
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In order to make this algorithm faster (so some calculations won't be rena 

recommended to store the values NrGr (7,) alrcady computed in a square matri S 

order 7. The value NrGr(i, j) will be storcd in Mij We will successivelv det 
mine t 

of 

values of this matrix for the first diagonal parallel to the main diagonal, then fe 
second and so on until we get to Min Which represents the value that we are lontin 

them 
Using lenmma 2.2, we can avoid calculations lor the first six diagonals, all of 
having the values equal to one. Practically, the computation of the values starts uik 

the 
seventh diagonal. In order to form the optimal subsequences (we're not interested onl
in the minimal number of groups given by Min) We will store in element M, the indav 

dex 
for which the minimum of the function is obtained, for the subsequence of the ints 

fromitoj (we can do this because the elements under the main diagonal are not used) 
We shall build a binary tree that contains in each node pairs (ij), where i and 

represent the limits of a detemined optimal subsequence (Pi, . P). This tre has the 
root (1.n). If for a node (i) of the tree we have 4pr(Bezier(Pi, . P)) = {P,. P;} then 

this node is a terminal one (leaf), otherwise it will have two subtrees with the roots 

iM), respectively (M,/). The front of this tree will give us the optinmal subsequences 
It is obvious that the algorithm 2.2 and the one presented above (using dynamic 

programming) do not necessarily give the same solution, but both solutions are minimal. 
lf there are more ways of separating a subsequence of points, the separation in point P, is 

preferred, if the points P.1, P, and Pi+ are collinear (this assures the derivability of the 
Bezier curve, because it is tangent to the edges of the polygonal curve determined by the 

interpolation points). In this way the curve has less turning points, so less asperifies. 

3. Using II-words to describe line drawings. 

In this paragraph we present a model of describing a type 3 image (using he 

classification given in [5]) using I1-words (that contains two more symbols 1 =pen-up 

andpen-down denoting the lift and sink of a plotter pen). These words will descrio 
a sequence of points that determines a curve by Bezier interpolation. This means tnat a 

set of I-words describes an image formed by curves, a type 3 image. 

Starting from a certain point Pi(r1, V) (which can be even the origin, in ordct 

define the standard representative, like in 14]), using a IL-word of description (Us 
4 tor disconnccted picture) w-aa..dm we shall build the sequence of interpou 

to 

in 

ponis Pz)»). Pitrs, Yi), . P,K ). From the sequence of the points crossed y the 

commands of the II-word w, only the points crossed with the pen dow ction selected for the interpolation. The position of the pen has been specified dy u 

Pe from formula 3.1: 

if w=2t (zeIL) or w= 
(3.) 

if w= (zell), P:1>{1,4), P.(w)= 
P.2) if w=zt (zell') and tell 
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The fiunctions Nr: I1 N and Pb: I. > Z defined below will specify which is 

last noint (from the sequence of points that are to be interpolated) selected in the 

erossing (this being given by the number of selected points, meaning the points crossed 

with the pen down). The point P(a, ) is specified by is position (indexi= Nta.4. ) in 

the seauence of interpolation pomis (P1,P2,.,P'n) and its coordinates (r, y) computed using the 

finction Pa1dz.4,1). 1hese fomulas are applicd for each j2,3,.... 

if w-, 

Nr(v) if w#l, w=vt and P.(w) = ?, (3.2) Nr(w) = 

Nr(v)+1 otherwise. 

Pb(v) if w#l, w=vt and P(w) = T, 

(3.3) Pb(w) 
Sh(w) otherwise. 

The function Sh. : TI Zi gives the last point touched by a I1-word (named the 

shifting by w, using II-word w ) and it is defined as follows: 

if w=, P 
Pos (7, h(Sh() if w#, w=yT and te[l, (3.4) Sh(w) = 

Sh(v) otherwise (te{1,4}). 

The function Pos: IT x Z'> Z' gives the coordinates of the last point touched 

Dy a IL-word (called the shifting by w, and is defined by formula 3.5), and the erasing 

omomorphism h: I ->T, defined by formula 3.6. 

if w = A, 

(xy) (3.5) Pos (w, (x.y) ) = 

Pos (z, try) if w =tz (re ll,ze IT ); 

and 

if w = A, 

(3.6) h(w) if w=tz (te {t,4},z e [1) h (z) 

Th (z) if w=tz (re l,ze I1). 

he possibility of deseribing a type 3 image using I1-languages is pointed out in 
The 

lemma 3.1. 
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A type 3 image can be described using a I1-language. 

Proof. Every T1-word describes a point string as we presented above, throuoh 

functions Nr and Pb, that are delined in (3.2) and (3.3), and using the 

interpolation for the constructed strings we will oblain the curves which compose L 

Lemma 3.1. 

the 
zier 

the 

image. 
'** '}''**T 

*** * ** '*'* '*'''*' 

'***** 

. 

***'*" 

. **** ' ''*';''* ****** 

: .0 
':***Fe*****. 

***** 

234 6 
Figure 3.1 

The drawing shown in Figure 3.1 can be approximated by the three following 

picture words (by which the critical points that are to be interpolated are determined): 

w-duTuutur\Nr, 
w-Tldbdtdudrutit 

and 

w=tdlInPulutINd 

and describe the following three point strings: 
1. (0,0).(0-1),(1,-1),(2,-1),(2,0),(2,1),(2,4),(5,6); 
2. (5,6),(4,4).(4,1).(4,0),(4,-1),(5,-1).(6,-1),(6,0) and 
3. (5,2),(4, 1 ),(2,3),(1,2). 
Interpolating these points, we will obtain the three curves representing the imag the handwriting capital letter A, from Figure 3.1. 
In a similar manner one may define I1-words for describing mathematical sym used for example in writing cquations. 
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